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Let S be an operator admitting a factorization 
s 
1, - E 
where D is a diagonal operator and T an (arbitrary) operator with the image in a 
Banach space of typep. We shall characterize these operators by entropy numbers. 
Using a well-known inequality between eigenvalues and entropy numbers we 
establish some results about distributions of eigenvalues. 
In the last few years, several new results on the behaviour of entropy 
numbers of diagonal operators acting between 1, spaces, as well as of 
embedding maps between Besov spaces, have been derived. 
In this paper we give estimates of entropy numbers of arbitrary operators 
acting from 1’: into a Banach space of typep, using an idea of B. Maurey 
published by G. Pisier. We need these estimates to characterize, in terms of 
entropy numbers, operators of the form TD, where D : lq + 1, is a diagonal 
operator generated by a sequence belonging to a Lorentz sequence space and 
T: 1, --t E is an arbitrary operator with the image in a Banach space of 
type P. 
Applying these results to operators acting in Banach spaces of typep, 
especially in 1, spaces, we get information about the distribution of eigen- 
values. 
We need some definitions and notations. Let .Y(E, F) denote the set of all 
(bounded linear) operators from the Banach space E into the Banach space 
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F. For every operator S E -C&5, F) the nth entropy number e,(S) is defined 
to be the infimum of all E > 0 such that there are y, ,..., yZ+, E F for which 
Here U, and U, are the closed unit balls of E and F, respectively. Roughly 
speaking, the asymptotic behaviour of e,(S) characterizes the “degree of 
compactness” of S. In particular, S is compact if and only if lim e,,(S) = 0. 
The entropy numbers possess the following properties [ 9, (12) ] : 
monotonicity: 
llsll = e,(s) > e2(s) 2 a-- 2 0 for S E P(E, F); 
additivity: 
e n+m-l@ + T) < e,(s) f e,(T) for S, T E .P(E, F); 
multiplicativity: 
e .+,-l(Sr) ~ee,W%m for T E LP(E, F), S E LP(F, G). 
Put 
and 
J&(S) := ~,,,llk(Wl,,, for S E 5~$~, 
where [1D,4; ]I ]Jp,9], 0 <p, q < co, stands for the quasi-normed Lorentz 
sequence space (cf. [lo]), which for p = q is the classical space of p- 
summable sequences denoted by [Ip, )I ]I,,]; and E,,, is a norming constant 
(cf. 19, (14.3)]). Then [g,q; L,,,] becomes an injective and surjective quasi- 
normed operator ideal [9, (14.3.5)]. 
From the multiplicativity of the entropy numbers we get the useful product 
formula 
The definition of the product of quasi-normed operator ideals is taken from 
19, (7.1)]. 
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A Banach space E is of typep, 1 Qp Q 2, if there is a constant c(p, E) 
such that 
for all x, ,..., x, E E, where r , ,..., r,, are the Rademacher functions on [O, 11. 
For a Banach space of typep we have the following characterization [4, 131. 
There is a constant c(p, E) such that for all independent E-valued random 
variables z, ,..., z,, n = 1, 2 ,..., with linite p th moment the inequality 
holds, where IE is the mathematical expectation. As an example we mention 
the lp spaces, 1 <p < co, which are of type min(p, 2). For detailed infor- 
mation on the type of Banach spaces we refer to Maurey and Pisier [8] and 
Hoffmann-Jorgensen [4]. 
In the sequel c, co,..., are positive constants which may depend on p, q, r, 
s, t and on the underlying Banach spaces. 
1. OPERATORS IN Y(ly, E) 
We start our considerations with a slight improvement of a result going 
back to B. Maurey and published by G. Pisier [ 141. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be of type p, l/p’ + 1 fp = 1, and S E 49(1:, E). Then 
e,(S:I(;~E)~cc(p,E)lls:I’:--*Ell k-“p’Iog2’p’ 
for k = l,..., m, where 1: denotes the m-dimensional vector space equipped 
with the norm I] (1,. 
Proof: In the first part of the proof we follow Pisier’s proof in [ 141. 
Assume that l(: is the real vector space. Let E be of type p and 
S E L/(1’:, E). Putting M,,, := (fSx,: i = l,..., m}, we have S(U,?) = 
conv M,, where x, ,..., x, denotes the canonical basis of 17. 
For every y E S(U,?) there is a E-valued random variable .z on a suitable 
probability space (L?,,u) with values in M, such that IEz =y. 
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Now we take k independent E-valued random variables z, ,..., zk on (a’, 
y”) with values in M, such that Ez, = y, i = l,..., k. Since E is of type p we 
have with (1 ziJ] < ]( S]] , i = l,..., k, that 
< c(hE)( i ’ lIzill’) I” 
i=l 
Thus 
< C(P, Wll YI Pp. 
<c(p,E)(JSIJ k-l@‘. 
Now there are y, ,..., yk E M,,, SO that 
Because 
$ ,f yi -Y // < c(P,E)I(SII km”“* ,T 
and 
it follows with the definition of the entropy numbers that 
e(klog,(3emlk)l(S) < &‘, E>i\ sl! k- ““9 
One may easily prove the inequality 
1 < (log,(x Ilo&% x>)‘l loI32 x for x) c, 
where c is some constant. Combining both the above inequalities we get 
for k = l,..., [3em/c]. 
Putting n := [k log,(3em/k)] we check 
e,(S) < c(p, E)llSll n-“p’ 10g21p’ 3em ( ) - n 
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for n = [log,(3em)],..., (3em/c)log, c. Obviously, this estimate is also fulfilled 
for the remaining gaps n = l,..., [log, 3em] and n = [(3em/c) log cl,..., m. 
Because of I:(C) z lim(R) the estimate in the lemma is also valid for the 
complex space Zy. The next lemma is the key for our later work. 
LEMMA 2. Let E be of type p, l/p’ + l/p = 1, and S E 5?(17, E). Then 
sup k”‘ek(S : 1: + E) < c&p, E)ll S : Zy + E(( m”s-“p’ 
l<k<m 
for s <p’, m = 1, L.... 
ProoJ By Lemma 1 we get 
3em sup Pe,(S) < c(p,E)llSll ,.s;J, k”s-“p’ log:‘,” 7 
l<k<m ( i 
< c&p, E)llSll n~~“-“~’ 
for s <p’. 
Now we estimate supk>,,, k”” e,(S). For this purpose let I,,, denote the 
identity operator on an m-dimensional space. Because 
SUP k"%?,(S)< "k;T (m + k)‘lSe,+,(S) 
k>m 
< sup (m + k)“’ e,(s : ry --t E) ek@,,, : ,‘: + /y) 
k>l 
& e,(S) ;;t 21’S(m1’S + k”“) ek(l,) 
and 
< 21’Sm*‘Se,(S) + 21’Se,(S) ;Jy k”“ek(z,) 
< 4 5 (2(--s/w)k-‘)1/s 
1 
82’/” 
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where e,(l,) < 4 - 2-k-“2m (cf. [9, (12)]) and 2S’Zm > 1 + (s/2m) In 2, were 
used, we have with 
the estimate 
sup k”“e,(S) < c,(s,p, E)]]Sl] ml’S-l’P’. 
k>m 
The preceding inequalities yield the required assertion via 
& c(s,p,E)llSll ml’S-“P’ for s <p’% 
2. OPERATORS IN .Y(I,,E) 
The aim of this section is to characterize operators from Z4 into a Banach 
space of type p in terms of entropy numbers. The operators which we 
consider admit the factorization 
where D is a diagonal operator D(&) := (ai&) generated by a sequence 
(ai) E I,,, and T is an arbitrary operator. We get new information about these 
operators in terms of entropy numbers. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be of type p, TE Y(I,,E) and D EY(I,, I,), 
(pi) E IF,,, 0 < r < co, 0 < t < co. Then for the composition operator S = TD 
it holds that 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that Ior ] > 
I a2 ] > -. . > 0. Define canonical operators 
Jk E Y(l:t 1,) and Q/c E pP(h 3 I:“> 
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and 
Q,&,..v L...,) := (&a,..., L+,- ,) for k > 0. 
Clearly, llJkll = II Qkll = 1. In the sequel the identity operator of the 2k- 
dimensional vector space is denoted by Zk. Furthermore, we define 
D, E Y(ZTk, If”) for k > 0 by 
Obviously, D = CpTO JkDkQk, therefore TD = Cp& TJ,D,Q,. Since L,., 
is equivalent to an Q := a(s) norm(9, (6.2.5)], with I/s > 1 - l/p = I/p’, it 
follows that 
( 
m-l 
L s.00 c TJAQk 
0 1 
m-1 
1 
I/a 
c L&,(TJ,&Q,) 
0 
< co@> ( mi’ L~&Jdl1411a II Q#) “O 
0 
Q co(s) (m$’ L;,(T,)(o,(~)“~. 
By Lemma 2 we have 
L,,,(TJ,) < c,(s,p,E)(I TJkll 2k(1’s-“p’) 
< c,(s,p, E)ll TJ( 2k(1’s-“p’), 
which implies 
m-l 
L SIC0 c TJkDkQk 
0 
m-l 
< c2(s,p, E)ll TII c 2ka(1’s--l’p’f 
0 
lo24 “T 
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At first we assume (ok) E I,,,. Thus /qk/ ,< c3 2 -kir. This yields 
( 
m-l 
c 
0 
pclls-I/LJ’, ,02k,a) “a 
i 
m-1 
> 
l/a 
<cc, 22 ko(l/s-l/D’-l/r) 
0 
< c,(s,p, p.) 2mcl/s-1/DJ-l/r) 
for I/s > l/r -I- l/p’. Hence 
m-1 
L s,m <c&p, r,E)JJ TJl 2mc”s-1’r-1’p’) 
for I/s > I/r + I/p’. Therefore 
m-1 
2(m-1)/se2m-, c E)ll T(I 2mc1’s-1’r-“P’) 
0 
or 
e2+! mi’ 
0 
TJkDkQk) < c,(s,p, r, E)ll TJJ 2 -m(l’r+ 1’D’). 
In order to estimate the remainder 2,” TJkDk Qk we choose s such that 
l/p’ < l/s < l/r + I/p’. Thus 
f c&, p, r, E)ll TII fj 2ka(lls- I/r- I/P’) 1’n 
m 
f c&p, r, E)ll TII 2mc1’s-1’r-“D” 
l/a 
ka(lls-I/r-l/p’) 
Q c&. p. r. E)ll Tl12”(1’S- I”- I’P’) 
by estimates similar to those used before. Hence 
$m-1 TJ D Q ) <c (S p r E)ll TII 2-m(1’r+1’p’). k k k A 10 9 9, 
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The additivity of e, yields 
m-1 
f TJ,D,Q,) 
m 
< cl,(s,p, r, E)ll TI( 2-m(“r+1’p”. 
If n is a natural number we take m such that 2” < n ( 2mt I. The 
monotonicity of the entropy numbers and the preceding estimate yield 
e,,(S) < c(p, r, E) 11 TII w”~-“~‘, 
Thus 
s E ~S,c&l~ El for i=L+L s r p” 
Finally, the remaining part, where (a,) E lr,,, 0 ( r < UJ, 0 < t & ~0, can be 
checked by real interpolation: 
If 0 < so < s, < co, 0 < B < 1, l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + 8/s,, then 
The proof of this fact can be carried out in the same way as the proof of 
Theorem 14 in [lo]. Furthermore, we use the following classical inter- 
polation result (cf. [ 151): 
(hoJO L&J = L for O<r,<r,<co,0<8< 1, 
l/r = (1 - 0)/r, + e/r,, O<t,,t,,t<a’. 
Now, given an exponent r with 0 < r < co, we can find ro, rl and 8 such that 
0 < r. < ri < co and l/r = (1 - 0)/r, + e/r,. As already shown for the 
operator u transforming every sequence (a,) into the composition operator 
TD, we have 
where l/s, = l/r, + I/p’, i = 0, 1. Applying the preceding interpolation 
formulas we obtain 
with l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + e/s, = l/r + l/p’. This completes the proof. 
As an extension of Theorem 1 we can state 
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THEOREM 2. Let E be of type p, TE g(l,, E) and D E 9(1,, I,), 
tail E lr,t, 0 ( r ( 00, 0 ( t < 00, 1 Q q < co, l/r + l/q > 1. Then for the 
composition operator S = TD it holds that 
Proof: We may write the diagonal operator D in the form 
1, 
where the generating sequences (a;) of D, belong to l,O,m, l/r, + l/q > 1, 
and (a!) of D, to lr,,t, l/r = l/r, + l/r,. By Theorem 2 of [2] and the 
preceding Theorem 1 we have 
and 
for l/s, = l/r, + l/q - 1 
TDI E %‘,,,1(119 El for l/s, = l/r, + 1 - l/p. 
Thus 
S E %,,t 0 %,,mUv El c %,,Cb El 
for l/s = l/s, + l/s, = l/r + l/q - l/p. 
Remark. The conclusion in Theorem 2 cannot be improved. Actually, 
since the sequence spaces I,, 1 <p < 2, are of typep, we can take for T the 
identity operator I: 1, + 1,. Let l/s = l/r + l/q - l/p, l/r + l/q > 1. Then 
by Theorem 2 of [2] we have, for a diagonal operator D E .Y(l,, 1,) with 
(ui) E lr,t, the factorization 
l,- 1 
AD/ 
P 
I 
1, 
and 
D E y?,,& lp) if and only if (ui) E l,,,. 
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3. EIGENVALUES 
Finally, we are interested in eigenvalues, and all Banach spaces under 
consideration are assumed to be complex. If S E P(E, E) is a compact 
operator, then (A,(S)) denotes the sequence of all eigenvalues counted 
according to their algebraic multiplicities and ordered such that IA,(S)1 > 
IA,(S)1 > . *a > 0. If S has less than n eigenvalues, then we put 
n”(s)=n,+,(s)= *-a =o. 
We apply the preceding theorems to get distributions of eigenvalues of 
some classes of factorable operators. The results given here complement 
those in [S-7, 11, 121. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be of typep and SE 9(E, E) an operator which 
admits the factorization 
where X, Y are arbitrary operators and D is a diagonal operator generated 
by a sequence (oi) E IT,*, 0 < r < co, 0 < t Q co, l/q + l/r > 1. Then 
MS)) E L,* for +=+-++--min (j-;max (+;f)). 
Proof. From Theorem 2 we get YD E Y&,(~,, E) and thus 
S E ~&JE, E) for l/s0 = l/r + l/q - l/p. On the other hand, since the 1, 
spaces, 1 < q < co, are of type min(q; 2), by Theorem 2 for the operator 
we have 
TE %,,&, 1,J for l/s, = l/r + l/q - max(l/q; l/2). 
The principle of related operators (cf. [9, (27.3)]) yields that the eigen- 
values of S and T coincide. Using a well-known inequality between eigen- 
values and entropy numbers [ 1,3], we have 
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MS)) E Lt 
1 
for s -=+-++-min p,max (I - ($J). 
Now, we give an application of the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let S E Y(l,, 1,J be an operator such 
co 
that 
c IIWI; < *9 l,<q<co,O<r<co,l/q+l/r>l, 
1 
where (xk) is the canonical basis of 1,. Then 
1 1 
MS)) E 4,r for $=++$-max -;- . 
( 1 4 2 
Proo$ The operator S may be factored as 
s 
l,- 1 Q 
where D(b) := (II %Ilq CJ, (II %IlJ E I,, and T(5;-) := Ck WxJII Sx,Il,), 
1) T: 1, + l,ll Q 1. Theorem 3 yields the assertion. 
Finally, we show that the conclusion of the preceding theorem cannot be 
improved. 
Supplement. Let l/s = l/r + l/q - max(l/q; l/2). If r,, < r, then there 
exists an operator S E Y(l,, 1,) with 
f IIWI; < * and (MS)) @ Lo- 
1 
Proof: For 1 < q < 2 we put S = D - (uJ E l,\l,,,. In the case 
2<q<ooletTzo=(1), 
T,.+I := (;: -:.), n = 1, 2,..., 
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be the Littlewood matrices. Then T& = 2”Izn, where I,, is the identity 
operator on the 2”-dimensional vector space, /A,(T,,)j = 2”” for i = I,..., 2”. 
Choose a monotonically decreasing sequence (a,) E l,.\lr, and define 
S =x ~,(2”)-“‘-“~ Tz,: l&Z;“) + l&Z;“) 
as a blockwise sum of multiples of the T2,‘s. 
Thus S : 1, + 1, and 
T IISxJ;=C Iu,[~ (2n)--l--r’9 (2”)“9 2” 
n 
=c lanjr < co. 
n 
However, we have the following eigenvalue estimation, 
>c 2”(l~nl2- MI/r+ 1/9)2n/2 ro 2”(‘OW’) 1 
n 
This means (A,(S)) & & for l/s = l/r + l/q - l/2 and r,, < r. 
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